
[UPDATED] LETTER FROM THE CHAIRS 

Dear Delegates, 

Our names are Dokyong Ryoo, Oscar Chen, and Lawrence Huang, and we are more than honored to 

serve as your chairs for the Security Krise Rapid Response Team Crisis Committee. We attend Taipei 

American School in Taiwan, with Dokyong as a senior, Oscar as a sophomore, and Lawrence as a 

freshman. We are looking forward to sharing this special experience with all of you during GECMUN VI, 

albeit virtually. 

As a delegate in a crisis committee, at first, you may feel overwhelmed with the unfamiliar procedure 

and fast-paced debate - especially in an online setting. However, we encourage you all to embrace this 

unique opportunity, bring forward innovative solutions while maintaining your country’s policy, and 

actively participate in the debate. We believe that what sets MUN apart from the myriad of high 

school extracurriculars is the collaborative and engaging environment, and we hope that despite the 

worsening ongoing crisis, our committee can foster a welcoming and encouraging environment for 

every single delegate. You will learn to adapt, compromise, and collaborate as a team. 

Despite being a fictional crisis, this committee encompasses many thematic issues we come across as 

global citizens today - there is not a single topic you haven’t seen debated on within another context. 

We hope you can draw the connections between this imaginary future and our status quo, and 

through this fictional future find innovative solutions to the problems that we face today.  

While an online conference may mean restrictions on traditional MUN traditions or limitations on 

communication, we believe that each and every one of you will have an unforgettable experience and 

we cannot wait to see you all. If you have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact us 

through our emails: 21dokyongr@students.tas.tw (Dokyong Ryoo), 23oscarc1@students.tas.tw 

(Oscar Chen), 24lawrenceh@students.tas.tw (Lawrence Huang). Best of luck! 

Your chairs, 

Dokyong, Oscar, and Lawrence 
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